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MET’S Institute of Pharmacy had organized orientation program for the second year 

students of the B. Pharmacy. This includes six guest lecture and one lecture of our faculty. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 The objective of the session was to elaborate scope of pharmacy to student from eminent 
personality. 

 To clear the focus or determination of career of student at early stage 

SUMMARY OF ORIENTATION PROGRAM: 

Sr.No. Date  Title Resource 
person/guest speaker 

No.of 
participant 

1.  18/07/2017 Career Opportunity In Pharmacy Mr.Sachin Shivaji Kushare 86 

Brief Summary:Mr.Sachin Kushare sir, talked about the scope of pharmacy in today era, and also about 

the various opportunities and further studies after B.Pharmacy.He explained students the role of 

pharmacist, requirement of pharmacist in various field for example industries ,hospital, railways and army 

etc. He also shared his research experience of pharma industry. 

2.  19/07/2017 GPAT And Other Competitive Exam Mr.Pratap Pawar 79 

Brief Summary: Mr.Pratap Pawar has addressed the students and aware them about the pharma higher 

education and his outcome. He guided on various points include advantages of GPAT and 

NIPER,eligibility for examination and success key to crack the exams which are conducted by the central  

and state government for example UPSC,MPSC etc. 

3.  20/07/2017 

 

 

Scope And Common Entrance 

Preparation For MBA 

Dr.Prasad Joshi 68 

Brief Summary: Dr. Prasad Joshi has guided students about various famous personalities, which on the 

top after their management studies .His guidelines covered all the points like how and why to select MBA, 

various exam for MBA for example CAT, MH-CET etc. which are conducted by central government and 

various institute and various opportunities after MBA. 
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4.  22/07/2017 Civil Services Mr.B.S.Wagh 71 

Brief Summary: 

Mr. B.G.Wagh had introduced great personalities who are on the peak of success. He explained the 

importance, need and different steps of civil services exams, MPSC –UPSC syllabus, recruitment to Civil 

Services of the Government of India like  Indian Administrative Service (IAS). He gave some tips  like 

how to do the study, time management, which types of books students have to refer. 

5.  28/07/2017 Awareness Of Entrepreneurship As 

Career Option 

Mr.Sagar Argawal 65 

Brief Summary: 

Mr.Sagar Agrawal talked mainly about the entrepreneurship, he guided for why and how to go for business 

and explained why it is a better option to choose than any other. He shared his experience, covered 

important points with the students like marketing strategies required for business, time management with 

suggestion of start working with small ideas, hard work and sincere efforts for successful business. 

6.  28/07/2017 Study At Abroad/Ms Mr.Dinesh Choudhary 

Mr.Sumit Mahamane 

70 

Brief Summary: 

Mr.Dinesh choudhary and Mr.Sumit Mahamane both are our alumni students doing their MS in USA.They 

guided student about the entrance exams required for various universities and they acknowledge the 

opportunities in MS. They talked on fear factor like financial problems, language barrier. During guidance 

to students, they covered following points like type of courses, fee structure and other requirement, which 

was asked by the university. They also gave student the recommended books details for the better 

preparation of these examinations. 
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RESPONSE OF STUDENTS:  

Students actively participated in the lecture by giving the answers of all the 

questions asked by resource person. Few students have shared their opinions, 

queries during the lecture. Overall response of students was very nice and 

students have mentioned the arrangement of such type of lectures in future. 
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